Today's networks are suffering from unnecessary latency and poor system performance. The culprit is bufferbloat, which is the existence of excessively large and frequently full buffers inside the network. Large buffers have been inserted all over the Internet without sufficient thought or testing.
INTERNET BUFFERS AND CONGESTION
The latency a packet experiences in a network is made up of transmission delay (the time it takes to send it across communications links), processing delay (the time each network element spends handling the packet), and queuing delay (the time spent waiting to be processed or transmitted).
Paths between communicating endpoints in the Internet are typically made up of many hops with links of different rates or bandwidths; the smallest bandwidth along the path is referred to as the bottleneck bandwidth. Packets cannot arrive at the destination any faster than the time it takes to send a packet at the bottleneck rate; without effective use of the network, the delay can be much worse.
Latency along the path-the time from the start of a packet's transmission by the sender until the packet is received at the destination-can be much longer than the time it takes to send the packet at the bottleneck rate. To maintain a steady flow of packets at the maximum rate, the "packets in flight" must be sufficient to fill the "pipe" of latency between sender and destination. Buffers are placed in front of a communications link in case packets arrive while the link is in use, thus requiring storage while the previous arrivals are serviced. The important location for buffers is at the path bottleneck, but the critical fast-to-slow transition can be different for different paths, different in the reverse path, and with dynamic bandwidths can change along the same path. Figure 1 shows the relationship between throughput and delay for a packet network. Throughput is the fastest rate at which the count of packets transmitted to the destination by the network is equal to the number of packets sent into the network. As the number of packets in flight is increased, the throughput increases until packets are being sent and received at the bottleneck rate. After this, more packets in flight will not increase the received rate. If a network has large buffers along the path, they can fill with these extra packets and increase delay.
A network with no buffers has no place for packets to wait for transmission; thus, extra packets are dropped, creating an increasing loss rate and decreasing throughput, though the received packets would have the same constant delay. To operate without buffers, arrivals must be completely predictable and smooth; thus, global synchronized timing is critical to avoiding loss. Such networks are complex, expensive, and restrictive (i.e., they lack the flexibility of the Internet). A well-known example of a bufferless network is the original telephone network before packet switching took over. Adding buffers to networks and packetizing data into variable-size packets was part of the fundamental advance in communications that led to the Internet. The history of Internet congestion and its solution is the story of trying to find the optimal way to deploy and use buffers in a network.
That story is still being written, but some of the lessons of the past are being ignored.
The fundamental transport protocol of the Internet is TCP/IP. TCP's persistence is testimony both to the robust and flexible design of the original algorithm and to the excellent efforts of the many throughput delay Throughput and Delay researchers and engineers who have tuned it over the decades. TCP made use of the idea of pipe size and the knowledge that there was reasonable but not excessive buffering along the data path to send a window of packets at a time-originally sending the entire window into the network and waiting for its acknowledgment before sending more data.
Even under moderate loads, the packets in flight of one or more connections could arrive at a bottleneck link in a burst and be dropped because of insufficient bandwidth. This led to heavy losses and the plummeting throughput associated with congestion collapse. Internet researchers and engineers had to advocate for sufficiently large buffers to avoid this poor network utilization.
Congestion collapse hit a large part of the Internet in 1986. The network became clogged with retransmitted packets while goodput slowed to a trickle. As part of the solution, slow-start and congestion-avoidance algorithms were added to TCP and rapidly deployed throughout the Internet.
They enabled the early Internet to recover and set the stage for the Internet's rapid growth in the 1990s with the adoption of World Wide Web applications.
These algorithms attempt to keep the network operating near the inflection point where throughput is maximized, delay is minimized, and little loss occurs. A sender-destination pair's TCP tries to determine the pipe size between them and to keep exactly that number of packets in flight throughout the data transfer. Since networks are shared and conditions change along the path, the algorithms continually probe the network and adapt the number of packets in flight. The slow-start algorithm (slow relative to the algorithm it replaced) attempts to make a first guess as to how fast TCP may operate by an initial exponential-growth phase in transmission rate. When the first packet loss is detected, TCP reduces its sending rate and enters the congestion-avoidance phase.
At the advent of congestion control in TCP, the recommendation for buffer sizing was to have a BDP's (bandwidth-delay product) worth of buffer, where bandwidth is the bottleneck link and delay is the RTT (round-trip time) between sender and destination. The rationale is that such a buffer can hold an entire "flight" of packets should they all arrive at the bottleneck link in a burst. To apply this rule, the bandwidth used in link buffer sizing was that of the immediately outgoing link, since the location of the actual bottleneck is unknown. Similarly, a canonical value was suggested for the RTT: 100 ms, a continental delay for the United States and Europe.
Once adequate buffers became routine, another problem could occur: the buffers were now part of the pipe that TCP is so good at filling. Filling these buffers would cause delay to increase, and persistently full buffers lack the space to absorb the routine burstiness of a packet network. John Nagle's The truth is, AQM is not widely configured and enabled in routers, and it is completely unavailable in many devices. Furthermore, the existence of cheap memory and the misguided desire to avoid packet loss has led to larger and larger buffers being deployed in the hosts, routers, and switches that make up the Internet. It turns out that this is a recipe for bufferbloat. Evidence of bufferbloat has been accumulating over the past decade, but its existence has not yet become a widespread cause for concern. The next section outlines Jim's personal journey of discovery.
(RE)DISCOVERING LATENCY 
AN ENLIGHTENING LUNCH Suspecting features of my cable provider to be part of the problem, I met with Comcast's Rich
Woundy, who provided a number of new puzzle pieces to consider:
• The "big-buffers" problem, which David Clark [Internet network architect, currently senior research scientist at MIT] had warned about several years earlier.
• Broadband measurement studies have been indicating overly large edge buffers.
• AQM is MIA-many ISPs are running without any AQM even in circumstances where they really should.
• A group at UC Berkeley's ICSI (International Computer Science Institute) had developed a very fine tool for network diagnosis called Netalyzr (http://netalyzr.icsi.berkeley.edu).
The next day, I recorded my "smoking gun," a smokeping (http://oss.oetiker.ch/smokeping/) plot, while moving 20 GB of data from my house to MIT (see figure 2 ). The uncongested RTT of this path is less than 10 milliseconds, yet I was experiencing more than 1.2 seconds of latency, significant packet loss, and painful Web browsing. I suspended the rsync a few times to read my e-mail, and, as can be seen on the plot, this would almost instantly "fix" my home network. This was the "Daddy, the Internet is slow today" phenomenon: the fact that the delays went away when I suspended my large data transfer explained why the problem disappeared when I went looking for it; in order to debug the network, I was stopping the work that was inducing the problem.
PACKET CAPTURES AT HOME AND "ABROAD" Packet RTT and Window Size: Detail Over 70 Seconds the entire bloated buffer has been transmitted, which can take many times the uncongested RTT.
TCP expects timely notification of packet loss for correct operation. With such large buffers, TCP's slow-start algorithm doesn't see any drops and thus greatly overestimates the correct pipe size and requires multiple packet drops before TCP can enter its congestion-avoidance phase.
Jacobson provided plots of the data, reproduced in figures 3 and 4. The shape of the window-size evolution is characteristic of the CUBIC implementation of TCP, 11 which is the default in Linux.
CUBIC's initial window growth is like Jacobson's original algorithm, but it "flattens out" at an apparently stable pipe-size estimate for a while. 13 If it doesn't detect a congestion event (i.e., a packet drop), then it ramps the window up quickly. In the trace in figure 3 TCP should approximately share a bottleneck link between competing flows. The impact of bufferbloat on TCP's behavior is subtle and profound in two ways:
• For TCP congestion avoidance to be useful to people using that link, a TCP connection causing congestion must react quickly to changes in demand at the bottleneck link, but TCP's reaction time is quadratic to the amount of overbuffering. A link that is 10 times overbuffered not only imposes 10 times the latency, but also takes 100 times as long to react to the congestion. Your short, interactive TCP connection loses completely to any long-lived flow that has saturated your link.
• The long-lived flow's inability to respond to congestion can cause complete starvation on you can see that the amount of buffering must adjust dynamically very quickly over two orders of magnitude so as not to sacrifice bandwidth or latency.
Compounding this problem, modern operating systems adjust socket-buffer sizes in response to observed delay; so operating-system and driver bufferbloat can cause a cascade of excessive buffering higher in the network stack, resulting in still higher latencies in applications.
Bufferbloat is not just in broadband. In 2009, Dave Reed [Internet network architect, now with SAP Labs] reported problems in 3G networks: he saw high RTTs without packet loss and correctly diagnosed the cause. 10 Very high latencies were observed to the point where packets may be delivered but so late that they are seldom useful; people time out before packets. 9 Broadband and wireless bufferbloat are also the root causes of most of the poor Internet performance seen at many hotels and conferences.
Though the edge is more easily measured, there are some reports of congestion in the core. The RED manifesto has usually been ignored, so there are "dark" buffers hidden all over the Internet.
THE ROAD TO HELL IS PAVED WITH GOOD INTENTIONS
In the past decade, not only was AQM not deployed, but new factors, unknown at the time of the Wireless links and networks are increasingly part of the edge access and are even more variable than broadband bandwidth: moving a device a few centimeters can change rates by one to two orders of magnitude; and because wireless is a shared medium, this also affects rates. Since bandwidth can vary by a factor of 100 at short time scales, static buffering is never appropriate.
A number of approaches to speeding up Web access contribute to transient access-link bloat by dumping large numbers of packets onto these links simultaneously.
REVISITING THE BANDWIDTH-DELAY PRODUCT
The efficacy of BDP-sized buffers is in question. As pointed out in a presentation at ACM SIGCOMM in 2004, BDP is not appropriate for highly multiplexed core links. 1 The rationale for maintaining a BDP buffer still applies at the network edge where a single flow can congest a link. The problem is in determining that BDP. Bandwidth variations of two or more orders of magnitude clearly play havoc with the bandwidth. At the same time, the 100-ms delay assumption has been weakened by the advent of CDNs (content delivery networks) and other services engineered to bring common RTTs down to 10-30 ms. Thus, even if an access link is a constant bandwidth and its buffer is sized to 100 ms, it may still be 3-10 times too large.
For more than a decade, TCP tuning has been focused on improvements needed for high-BDP environments where large packet windows are required to achieve good throughput. These new algorithms are not in themselves nefarious, focusing on efficiently filling the pipe, but the researchers have unconsciously worked with a model of high bandwidth and AQM-enabled buffers.
When the large pipe size comes from buffers rather than bandwidth, the algorithms efficiently fill those buffers, resulting in large delays. Controlling buffers makes it possible for one TCP to work well everywhere, a solution that is preferable to attempting to create a version of TCP specifically for access links.
Clearly there cannot be a "correct" static amount of buffering in the global Internet: a selfadaptive AQM is the only viable long-term solution in any device (including your computer or smart phone) with a network buffer.
AQM FOR THE MODERN WORLD
In early 1998, the second author of this paper discovered flaws in RED and started to work with Jacobson to make improvements. At that time, the main concern was finding an algorithm that could be configured for any link by setting a single-rate parameter, as well as developing a viable approach to tracking persistent queue while ignoring short-term burststo fix some of the flaws but failed to create an AQM that could keep persistent buffers short without overdropping. Network operators faced only with algorithms requiring expert manual configuration that might hurt them have understandably been unwilling to enable and configure AQM.
In the ensuing decade wireless has been widely deployed, bringing wildly varying bandwidth to many edge links; cable Internet access has become common; and a device's access bandwidth can easily vary by two orders of magnitude. It is now obvious that any AQM algorithm that does not take as an input the rate at which data leaves the buffers cannot work in today's highly variable bandwidth environment. Clearly without such an algorithm, bufferbloat will be hard to defeat.
Surprising to most, AQM is essential for broadband service, home routers, and even operating systems: it isn't just for big Internet routers.
WHEN DOES OVERBUFFERING HURT?
Overbuffering hurts anytime you saturate a link; for example:
• Copying a file over the Internet.
• Running old versions of BitTorrent or other file-sharing applications.
• Sending/receiving e-mails to Grandma with pictures attached.
• Uploading video to YouTube.
• Web browsing, which can hurt you or others momentarily.
The saturated link can be anywhere, in either or both directions in the path: easiest and most common to see are the operating system, wireless link, and broadband service.
WHY IS OVERBUFFERING A PROBLEM?
Oversized buffers fill and cause delay, destroying many uses of the Internet:
• Stock traders and gamers do not want their competition to have even a 1-ms advantage over them.
• To play music, jitter (variation in delay) and latency must be controlled and kept below 100 ms.
• For something to "feel" attached to your hand (perfect rubber banding), latencies need to be below the 30-ms range; for keyboard echoing to be imperceptible, 50 ms.
• Speed-of-light latency dominates VoIP (voice over IP) over long-haul networks, making access latencies critical for keeping end-to-end latency below 150 ms (the longtime telephony metric).
• Excessive packet loss induced by bufferbloat may cause DNS (Domain Name System) lookup failure.
• Essential network protocols such as ARP, DHCP, RA, and ND all presume timely response and can fail without it.
• Web browsing becomes painful as delays go from hundreds of milliseconds to multiple seconds.
Many service providers would like to be able to provide low-latency services in their networks to customers, whether remote gaming, hosted desktop systems, or backup. Solving the bufferbloat problem is necessary for their successful deployment.
THE TIP OF THE ICEBERG
Operating systems and hardware have an amazing number of buffer hiding places. As software and hardware are updated, more sources of bloat can be uncovered. In particular, as older TCPs are replaced with modern ones, users not currently bloating their access buffers may suddenly experience much longer delays (e.g., Windows XP does not enable TCP window scaling, so it never has more than 64 KB in flight at once).
Current commonly used network performance tests fail to test latency simultaneously with bandwidth: a link must become saturated for queuing delays to become obvious. It can take 10 seconds to fill the buffers of a broadband device, home router or operating system, and most consumer broadband tests do not test for that long-thus missing bufferbloat.
Excessive access delays tend to be written off as network congestion. Employing larger backbone pipes and rationing bandwidth use cannot improve performance for the users congesting access uplinks or viewing downloads through bloated buffers at the provider edge. example, almost never operates in the high-bandwidth environment for which the operating system has likely been tuned. Adjusting buffering in the operating system and/or device drivers can make a major improvement over the defaults. Unfortunately, while these adjustments may be accessible in your laptop, they may not be accessible in your home router or handheld devices.
MITIGATIONS
Bandwidth shaping can be used to prevent bottleneck buffers from filling, but at a cost in bandwidth. Contrast the smokeping result in figure 6 with that in figure 2 ; almost two orders of magnitude improvement isn't bad.
Meanwhile, Nichols and Jacobson have resumed work on a robust, adaptive AQM.
BE PART OF THE SOLUTION
The situation may worsen before it improves, and immediate action is necessary. Potential solutions must be subjected to rigorous testing and analysis before being widely deployed; otherwise, existing problems can be made worse. Unfortunately, today there is a distinct lack of funding for the kinds of performance monitoring, tuning, and improvement that characterized the early Internet.
The first step is to make the problem apparent. Consumer tests are important [e.g., Speedtest.
net, SamKnows, M-Labs (http://www.measurementlab.net/), Netalyzr], but better tests that point to the correct offender, usable by everyone, are badly needed. Consumer tests often perpetuate the mythology that more bandwidth means higher "speed," and better marketing metrics are essential. Stuart Cheshire's famous "It's the Latency, Stupid" rant should be taken to heart. 3 An open source project, CeroWrt, is under way at bufferbloat.net using OpenWrt to explore potential solutions, including AQM. Please come help. A wide range of testing is needed for confidence in any algorithm. Since our operating systems are commodities and are used in today's home routers, home-router bufferbloat is a direct result of host bufferbloat. Solve one, and you solve the other.
Unfortunately, since bufferbloat misleads TCP's congestion-avoidance algorithm with respect to the effective pipe size, modern networks without effective AQM may again be vulnerable to congestion collapse from saturated edge buffers creating packet delays measured in seconds.
Congestion collapse has been reported in a large-scale network, requiring complete shutdown and careful restart of the entire network to regain (temporary?) stability.
We are flying on an Internet airplane in which we are constantly swapping the wings, the engines, and the fuselage, with most of the cockpit instruments removed but only a few new instruments reinstalled. It crashed before; will it crash again? 
